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Redhouse Advertising scoops
AfriCannes awards for creativity

Above: TBWA Worldwide Global Creative Director
and chief AfriCannes judge John Hunt

Left: TBWA \ Redhouse MD George Ojing and Creative
Director Edward Sekento display the AfriCannes 2014
Awards. This is the first time TBWA \ Redhouse has
taken part in this continental competition following
their recent affiliation to TBWA in November 2013

Nairobi, October 29, 2014…..Kenyan advertising firm Redhouse which is
affiliated to the TBWA global agency network was feted for creativity at
the AfriCannes 2014 awards in Maputo – Mozambique last week.
Redhouse Advertising scooped a Silver award for its
outdoor campaign for CFC Stanbic Bank on “Bridging
Finance" and Bronze for the Population Services
International (PSI) TV campaign dubbed “Mbu Fake”.
The AfriCannes awards are sponsored by TBWA
Worldwide to reward creative excellence across its
Pan-African agency network. This year’s awards
ceremony was held in Maputo, Mozambique during the
TBWA/Africa 2014 Conference on October 22-24.

demonstration of the ﬁrm’s ability to produce outstanding
work for its clients.
“We are delighted at winning the two awards as a young
agency outﬁt committed to creative excellence for its
clients. This milestone underlines our ability to deliver
world-class solutions to match our clients’ expectations,”
stated Ojing.

The event brought together the network’s agency leaders
to share insights and achievements as well as discuss
developments in various markets.

Redhouse Advertising is part of Redhouse Group, a
fast-growing integrated communications ﬁrm offering
public relations, advertising, media buying and audio
visual production services. Redhouse Advertising was
afﬁliated to TBWA in November 2013.

The awards were judged by a panel of senior creative
professionals led by advertising guru and TBWA
Worldwide Global Creative Director John Hunt. “The
essence of the AfriCannes award is to push for iconic
excellence among our affiliate agencies in Africa,”
explained Hunt.

Redhouse Group CEO Koome Mwambia hailed the
achievement as testimony to his company’s commitment
to serving a diverse client portfolio while delivering the
best in creative output. “The accolades we received last
week in Maputo are just the start; we are aiming for Gold
next year,” said Mwambia.

Redhouse Advertising Managing Director George Ojing
said the awards, coming just a year after the advertising
agency clinched the TBWA afﬁliation, is a clear
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